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“The period known as the New Beginning marks the beginning of 
a new era and spans three generations from the resurfacing from 
the sanctuary of the Prime Root caverns to present day times.” 
 

* * * 
 
 
2483   - Resurfacing from Prime Root sanctuary after Karavan assurance that kitins no longer present a 

threat.  
 - Take possession of the jungle lands.  
 - Witherings explored. Great sage, Fung-Tun, directs Zoraï leader, Hoï-Cho, to a place of high 

magnetism where the capital city of Zora is raised in memory of the multitudes who died in 
Zoran, the devastated capital of the old lands. Zora, in the absence of walls which so cruelly 
prevented Zoraïs from escaping kitin mandibles in Zoran, is built in hollows in the bark to allow 
for better defense in anticipation of kitin attack. 

 - Karavan seal Prime Root entrances and forbid their opening. Taking advantage of the turmoil, 
they try to impose their teachings. 

 - Sacred communion reestablished with Kamis. Hoï-Cho institutes a week of fasting in 
remembrance of the dead in the old lands as well as to commemorate the Prime Roots years 
which left them bereft of Kami enlightenment. Remembrance Week begins on the week leading 
up to the winter solstice during which Zoraïs fast between sunrise and sunset.  

 - Company of the Eternal Tree, an Ancient pro-Kami tribe, reformed. 
 - Ancient multiracial guild of Atrium Keepers reformed. 
 
2484   - Region of Cities of Intuition explored, cleaned of goo and made relatively safe. 
 - Hoï-Cho refuses adherence to Karavan teachings.  
 - Kamis intervene whenever Karavan tries to punish Zoraïs for fighting goo instead of gathering 

raw materials for them.  
 - Ancient pro-Kami Guild of Cho reformed. 
 - Tribe of the Icon Worshipers reformed. 
 
[…] 

 
2488   - Influx of refugees from the road of exodus begins to drop. 
 - Villages of Hoï-Cho and Min-Cho founded, named after spiritual leaders of before and after the 

Great Swarming. 
 
2489   - Legendary fighter Leng Cheng-Ho arrives from old lands with new methods of combat. He 

shared the road of the exodus with great fighters of other peoples collectively known as the guild 
of the Force of Fraternity.  

[…] 
 
2491   - New trade routes traced and opened into foreign lands. 
 - Guild of Carriers founded. 
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[…] 
 
2495   - The grand sage openly questions role of Kamis in the great design of Jena. 
 - Multiracial Guild of Elias gains in popularity throughout homin lands. 
 - Kitins reappear but kept in check with new methods of combat handed down by the guild of Force 

of Fraternity. 
 
2496   - Guild of Elias, portrayed as a sect against the church of Jena, is banished by Karavan. 
 - Mercenary tribes and bandits fuel feeling of antagonism for personal gain. General feeling of 

insecurity at border zones. 
 - Matis chord of discontent over what they see as Zoraï occupation in Fleeting Garden.  
 - Zoraï-Matis summit. Hoï-Cho signs Trade Treaty with Matis King.  
 
[…] 
 
2499   - Autumn War between Tryker and Matis in Lagoons of Loria.  
 - Fyros try to intervene by passing through Zoraï lands but Mabreka persuades them to avoid war. 
 - Dexton leads Fyros contingent through Zoraï land with the intention to reinforce Tryker front. 

Mabreka warns him of the danger of all out warfare. 
 
2500   - Dexton captured by Matis tribe.  
 
[…] 
 
2504   - Disorder follows death of Hoï-Cho who leaves no heir. End of Cho dynasty. 
 - Old sage, Fung-Tun becomes leader of the Zoraïs in spite of growing popularity of the young 

Mabreka Cheng-Ho who challenges Kami supremacy. Mabreka finds refuge in Pyr. 
 - Hamazans of the Dead Seed tribe first implemented in Witherings to combat goo worshippers. 
 - Slavery accepted on continent of Witherings to combat the goo. 
 
[…] 
 

* * * 


